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ANASTASIA AND HER SISTERS
by Carolyn Meyer
$10.99
A novel in diary form in which the youngest daughter of Czar Nicholas II describes the privileged
life her family led up until the time of World War I and the tragic events that befell them.
970 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: MG; RL: 6.5; PTS: 13; QUIZ#: 173539
REVIEWS: PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, BOOKLIST, VOYA, SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL,
BLIND
by Rachel DeWoskin
$10.99
(14+)After a horrific accident leaves her blind, fifteen-year-old Emma, one of seven children, eagerly
starts high school as a sophomore, and finds that nearly everything has changed--sometimes for the
better.
900 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: UG; RL:5.7; PTS: 15; QUIZ#: 167607
REVIEWS: PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, BOOKLIST, KIRKUS,
CHARLIE, PRESUMED DEAD
by Anne Heltzel
$8.99
(14+)Told in separate voices, Lena and Aubrey, each hiding her own secrets, set off in search of the
truth about Charlie, including if he is really dead, after meeting at his funeral and learning that he
was dating both of them.
REVIEWS: PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, VOYA, SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, KIRKUS,
DIAMOND BOY
by Michael Williams
$10.99
When Patson's family moves to Marange region of Zimbabwe, he begins working in the mines,
searching for blood diamonds, until government soldiers arrive and Patson is forced to journey to
South Africa in search of his missing sister and a better life.
HL820 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: UG;RL: 5.5; PTS: 13: QUIZ#: 170671
REVIEWS: KIRKUS, SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, BOOKLIST,
AWARDS: PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY AND VOYA STARRED REVIEWS,
HIDDEN LIKE ANNE FRANK
by Marcel Prins
$9.99
A collection of eye-opening first-person accounts that share what it was like to go into hiding during
World War II. Some children were only three or four years old when they were hidden; some were
teenagers. Some hid with neighbors or family, while many were with complete strangers. But all
know the pain of losing their homes, their families, even their own names.
790 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: MG; RL: 5.7; PTS: 8; QUIZ#: 164859
AWARDS: PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY AND SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL STARRED
REVIEWS,
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INK AND BONE
by Rachel Caine
$9.99
Ruthless and supremely powerful, the Great Library is now a presence in every major city,
governing the flow of knowledge to the masses. Alchemy allows the Library to deliver the content
of the greatest works of history instantly, but the personal ownership of books is expressly
forbidden ... When his friend inadvertently commits heresy by creating a device that could change
the world, Jess discovers that those who control the Great Library believe that knowledge is more
valuable than any human life--and soon both heretics and books will burn.
HL750 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: UG; RL: 5.4; PTS: 17; QUIZ#: 178525
THE INTERROGATION OF ASHALA WOLF
by Ambelin Kwaymullina
$8.99
Taking refuge among other teens who are in hiding from a government threatened by their
supernatural powers, Ashala covertly practices her abilities only to be captured and interrogated for
information about the location of her friends.
ACCELERATED READER: IL: MG+; RL: 5.5; PTS: 11; QUIZ#: 168894
REVIEWS: PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, VOYA, CHILDREN’S LITERATURE, SCHOOL
LIBRARY JOURNAL, KIRKUS,
THE LAST FOREVER
by Deb Caletti
$10.99
(14+) "After her mother's death, it's all Tessa can do to keep her friends, her boyfriend, her
happiness from slipping away. Even the rare plant her mother entrusted to her care starts to wilt.
Then she meets Henry. Though secrets stand between them, each has a chance at healing...if first,
Tessa can find the courage to believe in forever"
LEXILE: HL720L // ACCELERATED READER: IL: UG; RL: 4.7; PTS: 12; QUIZ# 169174
REVIEWS: PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, HORNBOOK, CHILDREN’S LITERATURE,
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, KIRKUS,
THE REMEDY
by Suzanne Young
$10.99
(14+)Companion book to: The Program (sent 3/14) and The Treatment (sent 4/15)- Seventeenyear-old Quinn provides closure to grieving families by taking on the short-term role of a deceased
loved one, until huge secrets come to the surface about Quinn's own past.
HL710 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: UG; RL: 5.4; PTS: 15; QUIZ#: 174371
REVIEWS: VOYA, SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, KIRKUS,
VANGO : BETWEEN SKY AND EARTH
by Timothee de Fombelle
$9.99
Becoming a fugitive when he is wrongly accused of murder, an aspiring young priest embarks on a
transcontinental journey by train, boat, and airship in search of answers about his shrouded past.
750 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: MG ; RL: 5.4; PTS: 15; QUIZ#: 169522
REVIEWS: PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, VOYA, SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, KIRKUS,
AWARDS: KIRKUS STARRED REVIEW,
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